
How to remove: 
Push and pull

H ow  t o  u s e  c l i c k  p l u g

Prepare for the experiment

handle

hand-cranked 
generator

〇Attach the handle to the hand-cranked generator 〇Attach the handle to dominant hand side

※Make sure you have all the contents before the experiment 

In accordance with new course of study by Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (Japan)

※Insert all the way in

※Turn the handle in the 
direction of arrow

※If light is blown out, 
replace it with new one in the set

Preparation for hand-cranked generator
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How to hold and use the hand-cranked generator

carbody

Generation of electricity experiment

Do not look at the light from light emitting diode from the front. 
It may hurt your eyes.

※Do not turn hand-cranked generator too fast. 
It may cause the miniature light bulb and light emitting diode to blow out.

Keep away the buzzer from your ears

※When you turn the handle with buzzer opposite way, 
do not turn too fast.

※When turning the handle in the opposite 
direction with the light emitting diode attached, 
do not turn it too fast.

hand-cranked generator

click plug

click plug

handle

View from the top 

〇If you change the direction to turn the handle, 
    the direction of current also changes, so turn it once you decide the direction.

〇You can make electricity by turning the handle of hand-cranked generator.

※Do not turn too fast, 
    stop turning suddenly or force to turn
    the hand-cranked generator. 
    it may cause the gear parts to break. 

claws

light emitting diode

buzzer

propeller

gear

Eco Charge Generator - Model DXⅡ

motor buzzer

Turning response 

when turn fast

when turn 
opposite directions

when turn slowly 

Attach miniature light bulb to hand-cranked 
generator and turn the handle slowly.

1

Replace the miniature light bulb with light emitting diode and turn
 the handle in the same direction. Compare the difference in turning 
response with that of miniature light bulb.
( When it is difficult to understand the difference in response, 
swap the miniature light bulb and light emitting diode several times)

4

Find out if there is any difference in how the miniature bulb light shine 
when you turn the handle faster.

2

Find out what happens to miniature light bulb
 when you turn the handle opposite way.

3

Find out if there is any difference in how the light emitting diode shine 
when you turn the handle faster.

5

Find out what happens to light emitting diode 
when you turn the handle opposite way.

6
Replace it with buzzer and turn the handle in the same way.10 
Find out if there is any difference in sound when you turn the handle faster.11
Find out what happens to buzzer if you turn the handle opposite directions.12 

Replace it with a motor and turn the handle in the same way. 
Compare the difference in turning response with that of miniature light bulb

7
Find out if there is any difference in rotation when you turn the handle faster.8
Find out what happens to the rotation when you turn the handle opposite directions.9

Wh e n  m i n i a t u r e  l i g h t  b u l b  d o e s  n o t  l i g h t  u p

How to attach propeller

How to attach: 
Insert until it clicks.

Pull the claws to open the cover and then turn 
the miniature light bulb to right to tighten it.

insert gear to propeller

Let's summarize the result of experiment 1 below ☆Please fill in the blank about generation of the electricity 
●When I generate electricity slowly, electricity will generate (   ), 
and when I generate electricity fast, it will generate (   ).
●When I generate electricity in opposite direction, 
the flow of electricity will (   ). 

Right
handed

Left
handed

Front

motor

Blown out 
light bulb

☆Summarize what you have learnt about the generation of electricity

light emitting diode

motor propeller

buzzerminiature light bulb

condenser

●Please read instruct ions careful ly  before start ing experiment
●Do not use power source equipment for  this  experiment  
●Do not use this  for  anything other than experimental  purposes 
●Do not store too much electr ic ity  in the condenser . I f  there is  too much electr ic ity ,  there is  a  chance of  explosion,  
   stop stor ing electr ic ity  once notification l ight is  on.
●Do not use the generator  other  than the ones included in the set .  
●Do not use the generator  for  products  or  parts  other  than those in the set .
●Do not look at  the l ight from l ight emitt ing diode from the front .
●Keep the buzzer  away from your ears   
●When l ighting up the miniature l ight bulb or  l ight emitt ing diode,   do not turn hand-cranked generator  quickly .
    I t  may blow out.
●Do not disassemble or  modify the hand-cranked generator .
●Do not drop or  give strong shock to hand-cranked generator  and condenser .
●When electr ic ity  flows backward through the l ight emitt ing diode and buzzer ,  do not turn hand-cranked generator  quickly .
●When you run condenser  car  or  power generat ion car ,  please run them in a safe and wide area with no traffic.

Note

※ Normally, Turn the handle in the direction of arrow  

Do not use this other than experimental purposes 

Preparation  A

Experiment 1: Make electricity with hand-cranked generator. Let's make electricity

miniature light bulb

hand-cranked generator

miniature light bulb light emitting diode



outp
ut

condenser

hand-cranked generator

miniature
 light bulb

electrical
 clip

condenser
　ammeter
（use the ones school has)

light emitting diode

light emitting diode

light emitting diode

buzzer

motor

motor

condenser

Do not look at the light from light emitting diode
 from the front. It may hurt your eyes.

●When you run capacitor car or power generation car, 
please run them in a safe and wide area where there is no traffic.

Let's make something that uses electricity!

Assemble C : 
Let's make power generation light

Assembly B : Let's move the car
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Compare miniature light bulb and light emitting diode

Use of  stored electr ic ity  Store electricity in a condenserStored electricity experiment
Attach condenser to hand-cranked generator and off the switch. 
Turn the handle till notification light lights up. 1

Once the notification light is lit, 
remove condenser from hand-cranked generator.2

Find out what will happen if you attach miniature light bulb 
to the condenser with stored electricity and turn on the switch. 
Likewise, find out what will happen if you attach 
light emitting diode, motor and buzzer.

3

Store the electricity by method ①, compare by measuring 
the lighting time of miniature light bulb and light emitting diode.

4

Before storing the electricity in a condenser,
 eliminate remaining electricity

l i g h t i n g  t i m e The strength of electricity

miniature 
light bulb

●When I attached to miniature light bulb/light emitting diode, 
     electricity changed into(   ).

●When I attached to motor, electricity changed into (   ).

●When I attached to buzzer, electricity changed into (   ).

light emitting 
diode

☆Fill in the blank about what the electricity changes into

※Once you know there is
 difference in lighting time, stop measuring.

※Please listen to teacher's instruction 
     when you use ammeter

※Do not connect hand-cranked 
    generator and power supply to 
    the output side.

Connect motor to a condenser and on 
the switch. Turn it until it stops.

Attach motor to the condenser with stored electricity and then attach it to car body. Attach motor to hand-cranked generator and then attach it to the car body.

Attach light emitting diode to 
hand-cranked generator.

When you attach condenser in between 
hand-cranked generator and 
light emitting diode, 
you can use it as generation 
light with stored electricity 

※As shown, fix the plug with 
    a click and coil the leads

Let's change the direction of turning
 the handle and run it back and forth

※Keep the switch
    of condenser 
    off and 
    store electricity

Close the cover of car body firmly, 
on the condenser switch and let it run.

If you want to run it again, 
insert the click plug from
behind and store electricity

※If you proceed to the next step with 
electricity remaining in the condenser, 
the experiment will not be accurate.

When you turn the handle, it lights up ①Off the condenser switch. 
    Turn the handle and store the electricity
②After storing the electricity, 
    it will light up when you turn on 
    the switch

☆Let's summarize how the electricity of 
miniature light bulb and light emitting diode were used.

Let's try! Check the strength of electricity by connecting ammeter

switch 
off

switch 
off

switch 
on

miniature light bulb

miniature light bulb

switch 
on

switch 
on

switch 
on

Connect miniature light bulb and ammeter to the condenser 
with stored electricity and check the strength of electricity.
Likewise check the strength of 
electricity of light emitting diode. 

Condenser car

generation light with stored electricity

power generation car

power generation light

☆ Let's summarize the result of experiment 2 below

※Remove 
    propeller

inpu
t

Turn the handle quickly 
until the notification 
light is lit. Once it is lit,
 stop turning. 

How to turn handle

Turn on the notification l ight properly .
notification light notification light

Experiment 2: Store electricity in a condenser and use it. Can we use stored electricity?

ampere

ampere

Back

front

Back
claws

※Press the claws at both 
sides and open the car body.

※Remove 
    propeller

front


